
 

 

 

Release Notes                     August 4, 2021 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 

issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 08.04.21.  

 

[Business Enhancement] Add the Provider’s name under the signature line on Batch Sign and PA Signature 

modal so it’s clear who should be signing 

[Business Enhancement] Add the ability to filter an Inventory Count’s not counted Items to Product Family 

and Items with zero On-hand quantities so all inventory Items are accounted for during an Inventory Count 

[Business Enhancement] Highlight required fields on Custom Forms so users know those fields need to be 

completed 

[Business Enhancement] Update the wording on Custom Fit and Fitting & Adjustment Early Warnings to 

accommodate Direct customers’ needs 

[Business Enhancement] Add the VeriPro actions to the Activity tab for improved visibility 

[Operational Enhancement] Remove the Billing Summary, Billing Summary (Individual Product Lines) and 

Incomplete PA reports from the Reports dropdown list since PA Status report functionality is complete 

[Operational Enhancement] Update the HCPCS module to Bootstrap4 

[Operational Enhancement] Add the main dashboard Billing tab to the External Clinical Specialist role 

[Future Functionality] ANCHE add a table for Product and HCPCS analysis 

[Bug Fix] Remove the extra margin above active User count and User names on Roles show page 

[Bug Fix] Uses with External Clinical Specialist role cannot Submit to Billing from the PA page 

[Bug Fix] When uploading Inventory Counts from the MCA, adding multiple SKUs with no stock record or 

product consolidates to one line item 

[Bug Fix] Changing the PA sort order on the BS tab when navigating via the Error ‘View All’ button on main 

dashboard pulls in Incomplete PAs 

[Bug Fix] On the PA, BS & ICD-10 tabs, Newest to Oldest sort is not reloading after using back button 

[Bug Fix] After adding and removing an item with an invalid SKU on the Inventory Count, the Uncounted Items 

tally is incorrect 

[Bug Fix] Last 30 Days default date range on Reports incorrectly saves the specific date when pinning 

[Bug Fix] Missing Provider Signature well info alter is misaligned when there are no missing signatures 

[Bug Fix] The Follow Up pill on the ICD-10 tab causes compressed text when viewing on iPad in portrait view 

[Bug Fix] Address the main dashboard Incomplete column formatting 

[Bug Fix] Fix formatting issues on buttons on the Inventory Location show page when viewed from iPad 

[Bug Fix] Address OC Document Generation Failed error reason 

[Bug Fix] PA Status report with Individual Product Lines only includes one PA that has no PA Products  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Release Notes Cont.                                        August 4, 2021 

 

 

[Chore] Create a fake PV app so developers can easily test S&S requests 

[Chore] Fix pentest XSS findings 

[Chore] Edit installation README to include Linux/Ubunto-specific setup instructions  

[Chore] Fix flakey test in Report:PaStatusReport 


